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The	 advent	 of	 smartphone	 is	 surging	
through	 all	 spheres	 of	 life,	 especially	
among	 the	 young	 adults.	 The	 use	 of	
smartphone	 is	 no	 doubt	 revolutionizing	
the	 field	 of	 education	 as	 well.	 Knowing	





a	 valuable	 extension	 of	 traditional	 ESP	
















VALUE ADDED & USEFULNESS 
COMMERSIALISATION 
POTENTIAL 
Dr	Suhaida	Omar	
					0195380874	
					suhaida.o@umk.edu.my	
DESCRIPTION 
CONTENT	
•  A	–	Z		
•  e.g.	w	#writing	#wordoftheday	
ALL	SKILLS	
•  Listening	
•  Speaking	
•  Reading	
• Writing	
GAMES	
•  Poll	
• @GameBot/	@hangbot	
RESOURCES	
•  Youtube	Video						Pronunciation	
•  Podcast																		Vocabulary	+	Meaning	
•  Doc/	Pdf																	Link	Sharing	
QUIZZES	
•  Self	Assessment	
•  Revision	
BE-GRAM FRAMEWORK 
NOVELTY 
